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Recent Israeli airstrikes on Damascus have once again shed light on a defining western-led
policy when it  comes to the Middle East:  strategic moral  expediency.  Once again,  the
counterproductive, and age-old policy of: “the enemy of my enemy: is my friend,” crops up
in the realm of western foreign policy in the Middle East.

What is  so counterintuitive for  most,  or,  what most  of  the western “news” media are
subverting or pretending not to recognise: is the recent Israeli strikes prove outright that
Israel, acting on behalf of the US, is fighting on the same side as Al Qaeda in Syria. Western
efforts  to  bolster  supposed ‘moderate rebels’  have clearly  only  bolstered what  has always
been the main demographic of the militant ‘opposition’: Salafi/Jihaddi inspired and fomented
militias, that do not espouse anything close to democracy. Apart from the obvious clash of
religious ideology, strategically speaking, actually ousting Assad is where the radical Islamic
militants  and  Bibi  may  differ.  Bibi  and  Co.  would  no  doubt  be  more  than  happy  to  see  a
much weakened Assad Government stay in some sort of power, and allow the Syrian conflict
to rumble on for twenty years. Ideally, for Israel and the US the aim is a ‘Balkanized’ array of
weak statelets. What Israel and the US do not want, is a strong and stable Syria, or Levant,
or Greater Middle East for that matter; unless those ‘strong’ states fall under the auspices of
the USA. (eg: KSA, Qatar, Bahrain, UAE, Jordan, Turkey et al)

This is another blatant example of western Government’s moral expediency when it comes
to strategic objectives. Let’s not forget, it was the CIA that enabled the creation of Al Qaeda:
in US attempt’s to “give Russia its Vietnam” during the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.

In this instance it has also been proven that the CIA, through mainly Saudi Arabia and the
ISI, (Pakistani intelligence service) fomented, exploited and manipulated young, unemployed
conservative Sunni muslim men from across the globe, to go and wage a holy war against
the  US’  number  one  enemy.  This  was  not  to  enable  any  form of  democracy  or  self-
determination in Afghanistan, it was simply a war game: to bog down the Soviet Forces and
ultimately bring about the end of the Soviet Union. Inevitably, the US and its clients enabling
such radical anti-western ideologues to play as pawns in its geopolitical strategies, is where
blowback comes into play, but is this ultimately a desired outcome? To create the perpetual
enemy? One that is no real threat to ‘the homeland’, (or the elites that comfortably reside
within) but can be exploited and manipulated to both leverage and attack US enemies. Or
be used as a tool to suppress domestic populations and civil liberties, under the false guise
of “National Security” and “the War on Terror”.

Long ago, the Bush administration made a concerted effort to consolidate,  and expand on
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its economic and military ties with its predominantly autocratic Sunni leaders in the region.
These are portrayed as attempts to curb the “Shiite crescent” or, realistically: pressure Iran
into submission. This is not a new phenomenon, Since its UK-led inception, the West has
enjoyed a  “special  relationship”  with  the  brutal  monarchy of  Saudi  Arabia.  As  empire
crossed the Atlantic post WWII, so did these key relationships. (Though the UK still likes to
pretend it is more than a Special Forces sub-contractor for the Pentagon.) This is both an
economic necessity, and a strategic one for western powers. One crucial element we learn
in  Seymour  Hersh’s  enlightening  piece  “The  Redirection”,  is  the  Bush  administrations
willingness to use its Sunni allies in the region to fund, foment and propagate radical Islamic
militants to subvert/leverage the Assad Government in Syria, Hezbollah in Lebanon and
Iran’s resistance to US/Israeli/GCC hegemony. The sectarian division of Syria has been long-
planned by these allies, one would be an utter fool to deny its now evident outcome.

Most Syria analysts with an ounce of honesty now fully admit the vast majority of supposed
“rebels” are Salafi/Jihaddi inspired militants, or at least under the leadership and funding of
such ideologues. Indeed, the US terrorist designated-militant jiahddi group linked directly to
Al Qaeda: Jahbat al Nusra, have long been the prominent fighting force in Syria. This is no
coincidence. While the US and its Gulf allies feign innocence, and claim the millions of
dollars and thousands of tons of military aid they have provided has been allocated to
‘moderate rebels’: it is in fact the Salafi/Jihaddi groups that have risen and gained in quality
and size of arsenal, recruitment, and success on the ground.

The military tide has most definitely changed in the SAA’s favour in recent weeks, the Syrian
Army  has  routed  the  Salafi/Jihaddi  militants  in  several  key  areas;  this  is  the  reasoning
behind Israels recent raids on Damascus. It beggars belief that Assad, currently fighting for
his  life  and  his  Governments  stake  in  Syria,  would  move  substantial  quantities  of
sophisticated weapons out of Syria to Hezbollah in Lebanon.

The US and its  allies  (clients)  are panicking,  the “Redirection” has not  gone precisely
according to plan, (does US strategy ever go to plan?) and is currently reeling out of control.
The extremist proxies Gulf autocrats have fomented and armed are a law unto themselves,
and the ‘opposition in exile’ is as incoherent and incapable today, as it was on the day of its
US/Qatari/Saudi  creation.  Whether  the  US  has  finally  reneged  on  its  proxies  in  Syria,  and
pulled the plug on its clients attempts to supply heavy weaponry remains to be seen. It is
virtually impossible for the US to step up its overt military aid to jihaddi militants, so it must
fall back on Israel. There are two key reasons for this. First, the Israel military is already an
international pariah, with no credibility to lose in the middle east, the US is trying to hold on
to what little credibility it has. Second, US jets using an Arab client’s airfield to launch strikes
on a fellow Arab nation, would provide far too much domestic political backlash for the KSA,
or any other client to allow it. Time and US perseverance may force someone into this role.
But using Israel makes it irrelevant. The Jordanian Monarchy has already allowed Israeli
drones to use its airspace, and as we know has been staging a huge multinational special
forces base on Syria’s border, for quite some time.

One cannot honesty look at the current situation in Syria; the plethora of available evidence
of  Salafi/Jihaddist  militants  since  the  start  of  the  conflict;  the  main  donors  and  funders  of
supposed  “freedom  fighters”,  and  still  deem  it  as  anything  other  than  a  regional  war.
Instigated by the Bush administration and its GCC clients, and dutifully carried out by the
Obama administration and the Neo-Con hawks that sway foreign policy in Washington. The
ultimate goal was the swift overthrow of the Syrian Government, and leaving behind another
failed state; incapable of resistance to US/Israeli/GCC hegemony in the region. That ship has
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sailed,  the  false  democratic  ‘revolution’  is  long  over.  The  SAA  has  regained  in  confidence
and  is  winning  its  offensive,  the  media  war  on  the  Syrian  Government  seems  also  to  be
coming  to  a  grinding  standstill.  Apart  from  the  “massacre”  and  “chemical  weapons”
agitprop from Western and Gulf outlets, there is not much more they can throw at them.
Much to the Wests chagrin, the Syrian government is still standing; it still has a strong and
well equipped army that is winning its chosen battles; it still has popular support within its
borders, and crucially, it still has the backing of international allies.

One cannot imagine if this were still being purported as a “grassroots democratic uprising,”
that the US would be eager to use Israel and give the Assad regime such a propaganda
coup. It is too late for falsehoods now, and desperate times call for desperate measures.
What remains to be seen is whether the recent Israeli strikes were a precedent of more to
come, an attempt to prolong the internal conflict and “level the playing field”, or simply, a
provocation toward Iran.

Phil  Greaves  is  a  UK  based  writer/analyst,  focusing  on  UK/US  Foreign  Policy  and  conflict
analysis  in  the  Middle  East  post  WWII.  http://notthemsmdotcom.wordpress.com/
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